Tips for Museum-Research Partnerships
RESEARCHERS:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Talk with potential museum partners about the institution’s
EXAMPLE: Museum educators and
mission and the teams’ goals; Listen for topics that overlap
designers are skilled in presenting
with your research interests & expertise.
information to the public in clear and
Recognize the professional training, strengths, and expertise informative ways. As the Living Lab
of museum staff.
project shows, they can help train
Approach the partnership with humility and opengraduate and undergraduate
mindedness.
students in these important skills.
Be respectful of the museum’s significant goals and
compromise when they interfere with research goals.
Become a regular part of the team; staying in contact prevents misunderstandings, and resolving
problems early minimizes negative impact.
Find additional ways to contribute to museum partners’ goals – e.g., providing research articles
that are difficult to access outside of universities.

MUSEUM PROFESSIONALS:
•

•
•

Talk with potential research partners about their expertise
and ask what they would hope to gain from a museum
partnership.
Clarify the mission and goals of the museum and your team;
Be honest about values that cannot be compromised.
Be flexible and find ways to compromise when you can –
the results can be valuable for your visitors and the field.

EXAMPLE: A museum with the strong
value of providing equal access to
exhibits for all families might not
want to compromise by having the
researchers block off access except
for research participant families.
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